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ABSTRACT

Today, a wide variety of nanomaterial-based drug products enter the US market, creating the need for reliable standards
and technologies to measure their performance in-vitro. A growing number of new performance assays are evaluated
for testing the drug release from nanomaterials. On the one hand, they include real time separation methods such
as dialysis, fiber optical systems, and flow-separation techniques. On the other hand, sample-and-separate methods
such as centrifugation, filtration, and solid-phase extraction are commonly used. In our evaluation of the existing
practices, we provide guidance in method development and validation of release assays. Also, we discuss requirements
for standardization and documentation of release data. Furthermore, we highlight the knowledge gaps and challenges
associated with drug release testing of nanomaterial-based drug products.

O

INTRODUCTION

ver the years, a wide variety of nanomaterialbased drug products have entered the global
healthcare market (1, 2). A recent USP chapter,
Drug Products Containing Nanomaterials <1153>,
provides clarification on terminology including liposomes,
nanoparticles, nanocrystals, micelles, nanobubbles,
nanofibers, nanotubes, nanoemulsions, and dendrimers.
These novel dosage forms are characterized by
exceptionally small dimensions and specific properties
that make them more difficult to evaluate using
conventional methodologies.
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the area of in-vitro performance testing of nanomaterialbased drug products will be discussed. For some of these
dosage forms such as semisolids or inhalation products,
the sample collection plays an important role. These
issues will be discussed in more detail by other Stimuli
articles and are beyond the scope of the present work.

CURRENT USP FRAMEWORK

Currently, <1153> summarizes dosage forms that exhibit
specific features related to the use of nanotechnology
and provides the terminology to be used in the
context of the USP framework. To a certain extent, the
versatility of drug delivery concepts is reflected by the
performance parameters that have been discussed for

nanomaterials. These performance parameters include
the drug release, the physical stability or "dispersibility"
of colloids, the ability of the carrier to protect the drug
from degradation, as well as the release of compounds
into specific compartments known to influence the
biodistribution, such as the plasma proteins (3) or lipids
(4). This versatility is reflected in different sections of the
USP as well. For example, Gene Therapy Products <1047>
recognizes the use of liposomes or lipid complexes to
enhance cell penetration of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
molecules as well as the impact of complexation on the
shelf life of the drug product. Other than the dissolution
of the drug, the protective effect of the material on the
compound essentially contributes to the performance of
the drug product.
Conversely, In Vitro Release Test Methods for Parenteral
Drug Preparations <1001> emphasizes the drug
release and provides selected information on some of
the most common methods applied to the testing of
nanosuspensions and liposomes.
In the future, the interplay between the release and
stabilization of drugs will play a more dominant role.
Therefore, the next generation of release media should
simulate both, the microenvironment relevant for
dissolution and release of the drug as well as the multiple
influences on drug and formulation stability (5). In this
article, we focus on separation and isolation methods
used in the detection of the free and the particlebound fractions of the drug. Also, we provide some
recommendations for the development and validation of
the release assay.

REAL-TIME SEPARATION METHODS

Real-time separation methods apply continuous
separation or detection to identify the free fraction and
the encapsulated fraction of the drug. In the following
sections, these methods will be discussed in more detail.
Selected assays and protocols described in the current
literature are provided in Table 1. They follow certain
standards but represent only a small fraction of those
available in the literature.
Dialysis Methods
Background

Today, a variety of dialysis methods are considered to
measure the drug release from nanomaterial-based drug
products. They utilize the inherent barrier properties
of the dialysis membrane to separate colloids from
drug molecules and proteins (Fig. 1). Commonly, the
dosage form is filled into the donor chamber. The
donor compartment is separated from the acceptor

compartment by a dialysis membrane. After injection of
the sample into the donor chamber, the concentration
gradient between both compartments drives the
exchange of molecules. The free drug is quantified from
the acceptor compartment. Reverse dialysis refers to a
process where a compartment that is larger in volume is
used as the donor compartment.

Figure 1. Illustration of dialysis and reverse dialysis.

For both setups, there are two kinetic processes involved
in the drug release profile: the release of the drug from
the carrier and the permeation of the drug through the
dialysis membrane. The rate of the membrane flux (J) is
described by Fick's law of diffusion and depends on the
diffusion coefficient (D), the membrane surface area (A),
the concentration gradient between the donor and the
acceptor compartment (dc), and the thickness of the
diffusion layer (h).
		

J = (D × A × dc) / h

It can be summarized in the membrane permeation rate
constant (kM). The medium exchange between both
compartments is affected by membrane permeability
as well (18). Conventional approaches often use dialysis
cassettes or tubes with a well-defined surface area (19).
They come with several technical challenges such as the
agglomeration of the nanomaterial in the donor chamber.
This can lead to the formation of a diffusion layer and, in
consequence, to prolonged membrane transport. In this
context, special attention should be paid to the viscosity
of the drug product in the donor and the acceptor
chambers (20). For validation purposes, the permeability
of the dialysis membrane should be tested before and
after the release experiment with a solution of the drug to
make sure that there is no significant delay in the release.
A slow membrane transport may also lead to a violation
of sink conditions because of a temporary saturation with
drug molecules inside the donor chamber (18). Therefore,
the release response for dialysis processes expressed
as the membrane permeation rate constant should be
determined (3, 21). The significance of the separation time
for the sensitivity of the method widely depends on the
performance characteristics of the product. Therefore, to
avoid the risk of undetected batch-to-batch differences,
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Table 1. Descriptions of Selected Methodologies Applied in the Separation of Nanomaterial-Based Drug Products
Nanomaterial
<1153>

Intended
Admin
Route

Description

Apparatus

Separation
Method

Analytical
Methods

Additional
Information

Medium

Application

Ref

Dendrimers

IV

Thermoshaker with
sample collection

Noncom
pendial

Dialysis

UV

Amphotericin
B-loaded
polyamidoamine
(PAMAM) dendrimers

PBS

BR

(6)

Drug
nanoparticles
or nanocrystals

IV

Apparatus 1 and
2 with dispersion
releaser

USP 1
and 2

Dialysis

HPLC +
NTA

Temoporfin
nanocrystals

PBS + 10%
serum +
cyclodextrin

BR

(7)

Drug
nanoparticles
or nanocrystals

PO

Standard dissolution
test with syringe
filter separation

USP2

Syringe
filtration

HPLC +
NTA

Nanocrystals
comprising
fenofibratea and other
formulations

FaSSGF,
FaSSIF

BR

(8)

Liposomes

IV

Apparatus 1 and
2 with dispersion
releaserb

USP 1
and 2

Dialysis

HPLC +
NTA

Temoporfin- loaded
non- PEGylated and
PEGylated liposomesc

PBS+ 10%
serum +
cyclodextrins

BR

(9)

Liposomes or
nanocrystals

IV

Apparatus 1 and
2 with dispersion
releaserb

USP 1
and 2

Dialysis

HPLC

Temoporfin in
organic solution and
temoporfin- loaded
liposomesd

PBS+ 0%50% serum +
cyclodextrins

BR

(3)

Liposomes

IV

Apparatus 4 with
dialysis sac with
holdere

USP4

Dialysis

HPLC

Amphotericin Bf

HEPES +
sucrose +
cyclodextrins

QC

(10)

Liposomes

IV

Apparatus 4 with
adapter for dialysis

USP4

Dialysis

HPLC

Dexamethasoneloaded liposomes

HEPES + SDS

QC

(11)

Micelles

IV

Apparatus 2 with
dialysis bag

USP2

Dialysis

HPLC +
DLS

Dexamethasoneloaded liposomes

PBS

QC

(12)

Nanobubbles

IV

Dialysis bag in a
noncompendial
beaker

Noncom
pendial

Dialysis

HPLC

Doxorubicin- loaded
nanobubble

PBS

BR

(13)

Nanoemulsions

PO

Apparatus 2 with
dialysis bag

USP2

Dialysis

UV

Nanoemulsions of
candesartan cilexetil

0.1 N
hydrochloric
acid

QC

(14)

Nanoemulsions

Ocular
or IV

Adaptive perfusion
system

USP2

Tangential
flow
filtration

HPLC

Nanoemulsions of
difluprednate

Phosphate
buffer (pH
7.4)

QC

(15)

Liposomes

-

Thermoshaker
setup with sample
collection

USP2

Ultrafiltrati
on and
dynamic
dialysis

HPLC

Topotecan loaded
liposomes

Formate
buffer

QC

(16)

Drug
nanoparticles

IV

Thermoshaker
setup with sample
collection

Noncom
pendial

Ultracentri
fugation

HPLC

Topotecan loaded
liposomes

Plasma and
water with
polysorbate
80

QC

(17)

Liposomes

Inhalation

Shaking water bath

Noncom
pendial

Centrifugal
filtration

HPLC

Ciprofloxacin-loaded
liposomes

50% serum

BR

(18)

aLipidil; bPharma

Test Apparatebau AG; cFoslip and Fospeg; dFoscan and Foslip; eFloat-A-Lyzer; fAmbisome
IV = intravenous; PO = peroral; UV = ultraviolet spectroscopy; HPLC = high-performance liquid chromatography; NTA = nanoparticle tracking analysis; OLS
= dynamic light scattering; PBS = phosphate buffered saline; FaSSGF = fasted state simulated gastric fluid; FaSSIF = fasted state simulated intestinal fluid;
HEPES = 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid; SOS = sodium dodecyl sulfate; BR = biorelevant; QC = quality control.
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every dosage form should be evaluated individually.
Reference experiments should be carried out to make
sure that the dialysis-based separation has only minor
influence on the performance measured by the assay.
To avoid strong interactions of the concentrated
formulation with the membrane (22), reverse dialysis
can be considered (19). While this method reduces
particle interactions, a disadvantage is that it decreases
the concentration gradient between the acceptor and
the donor chamber. Consequently, there is a balance to
be maintained between the volume required for a stable
dispersion and the membrane flux.
Method Development

There are a wide variety of membranes available on
the market with the molecular-weight cutoff (MWCO)
ranging from 1-1000 kilodaltons (kDa). The MWCO is the
membrane size where approximately 90% of a solute
with the respective molecular weight is retained by
the membrane. These specifications are based on the
measurement of membrane permeation using marker
molecules such as bovine serum albumin or insulin. They
do not represent a theoretical cutoff based on size but
are the result of an actual separation problem. However,
the MWCO of membrane materials may slightly change
over time.

Manufacturers suggest the selection of an MWCO of 80%90% more than the solute (23). A kinetic measurement
depends on the surface area available for diffusion.
Therefore, to maximize the membrane flux, the largest
pore size still retaining approximately 95% of the particles
should be selected. Quantification of the retention can
be performed using well-defined particle standards (24).
However, most of the commercial fluorescent particle
standards release a certain fraction of the label after a
few hours. So far there are no suitable standards with
high stability over more than 24 h.
In addition to the membrane pore size, the membrane
material plays a critical role. Xie et al. compared the
permeation rate under similar conditions including drug,
medium, temperature, and pore size (25). The membrane
material still had a strong impact on the permeation
rate of the solute (25). The most common membrane
materials are cellulose ester and regenerated cellulose.
In a conventional dialysis experiment, because of the
absence of competing shear forces in the donor chamber,
even weak interactions with the dialysis membrane may
lead to a significant delay in membrane permeation.
Key parameters to be considered in the development of
dialysis-based methods are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Key Parameters to be Explored and Documented for the Evaluation of Dialysis-Based Release Experiments
Molecular weight cutoff

The molecular weight cutoff depends on the pore size of the membrane and determines the exchange of
molecules between the donor and acceptor compartments. The molecular weight cutoff is quantified by the
separation of marker molecules and the most relevant specification provided by the manufacturer. It is closely
related to the pore size of the membrane.

Surface area and thickness of the
membrane

The porosity and membrane dimensions (i.e., surface area and thickness) affect the rate of membrane transport.
The thickness of the dialysis membrane is provided by the manufacturer. These parameters should be included in
the method description, particularly for those setups that do not follow well-defined standards and dimensions.

Volumes of donor and acceptor
compartments

The drug concentration in the donor and the acceptor compartment is strongly affected by the concentration
gradient. The volume in the donor and acceptor chambers enables a calculation of the surface-to-volume ratio,
which represents an important performance characteristic of dialysis methods.

Sample injection protocol

Sample injection temporarily changes the composition of the medium, particularly for those methods that do
not involve agitation of the donor chamber. The sample injection protocol includes the exact composition of the
injected sample, injection rate, volume, and drug content.

Material interaction

Membrane adsorption of the drug should be investigated before the selection of a dialysis membrane. In this
context, exact hydrodynamics play an important role. It is therefore recommended to carry out the material
interaction studies under conditions very similar to the release test. Because of the difference in hydrodynamics,
an assay using a similar material but a different extraction method may not be suitable to predict the conditions in
the release assay.

Membrane cleaning or
conditioning method

The membrane cleaning or conditioning method can be critical to the reproducibility of release experiments.
Depending on the membrane chemistry, additives are added to prevent damage to the membrane. This can
adversely impact the diffusion rate across the membrane and care should be taken to mitigate this influence.

Release response

The release response provides a time-resolved measure of the amount of free drug being detected when using
a specific separation process. Commonly, a solution of the free drug is spiked into the donor chamber, and the
amount of the drug that becomes available (the response) is measured in a timeresolved manner. Importantly,
the time between the addition of free (solubilized drug) and the detection in the assay is reported. As compared to
a conventional spiking recovery test, the separation time is not considered negligible.
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Dialysis Bag Method

The dialysis bag method is a release test, separating
the released fraction from the particle-bound fraction
of the drug. It uses dialysis tubes or cassettes as the
donor ("normal" dialysis) or acceptor chamber ("reverse"
dialysis). The setup has been described in combination
with several instruments including but not limited to
simple beakers and dissolution apparatuses 2 and 4. For
dissolution apparatus 4, some studies recommend the
use of a holder cell or single-use dialysis devices (10).
The instrument commonly affects the hydrodynamics
in the acceptor compartment considerably, while drug
transport in the donor compartment is widely driven by
diffusion of the compound through a resting diffusion
layer.

Fiber Optical Systems
Background

Another approach to measuring the dissolution rate
of nanoparticle formulations is by in-situ optical
spectroscopic measurements performed directly in
the dissolution apparatus, typically accomplished using
fiber optical systems. Shifting the measurement in-situ
enables real-time determination of the concentration
of drugs. Since there is no delay between sampling and
analysis, analytical errors due to the separation time are
eliminated. As is also the case with in-situ measurements
of conventional products, the drug concentration can
be detected continuously, and the time resolution is
considerably increased (25). This enables the collection
of complete release profiles, even from the most rapidly
dissolving drug products.

The surface-to-volume ratio, the membrane pore size,
the release medium (in the acceptor and the donor
chamber), the localization of the dialysis bag in the
acceptor compartment as well as the exact configuration
of the dissolution apparatus (e.g., stirring rate, flow rate)
can influence the outcome. The "dialysis bag" setup
suggested for dissolution apparatus 4 uses an optimized
surface-to-volume ratio and an optimized position in the
center of the dissolution cell. Validation of the in-vitro
release test was carried out with liposomal amphotericin
B (Ambisome) (10).
Dispersion Releaser

The dispersion releaser (DR) (Pharma Test Apparatebau
AG) is a device for testing the drug release from
nanomaterial-based drug products using a dissolution
apparatus 2.
The system is connected to the shaft of the dissolution
tester. A donor cell holds the dialysis membrane in
the center position of the dissolution vessel (including
standard vessel and mini-vessel configuration). The donor
and the acceptor chamber are constantly agitated at the
same rate (Fig. 2). The formulation is injected into the
donor chamber using a sampling port that can be used
for sample injection and sample collection from the
donor chamber. Due to the limited volume of the inner
chamber, only a certain dose range can be injected into
the donor compartment (depending on the drug load of
the dispersed dosage form). So far, the setup has been
evaluated for testing the drug release from nanoparticles
(21, 26, 27), liposomes (3, 9), nanocrystals (7), and polymer
micelles, using buffers (21) and biorelevant dissolution
media (3, 7, 9, 26).
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Figure 2. Schematic of the dispersion releaser. (Image adapted courtesy of
Pharma Test Apparatebau AG).

While there is no separation protocol involved, the
limitations of fiber optical systems arise from the
background signal of all particles present in the
formulation as well as from the components of the
release medium. Nanomaterial-based products are
more difficult to measure because the particles underlie
Brownian motion and often remain well-dispersed for the
whole duration of the release experiment. Noteworthy,
not only the size but also the density of the particles
affects their sedimentation behavior. Therefore, a
detailed understanding of the optical properties and
sedimentation behavior is required. For larger particles
and excipients, the sedimentation kinetics sometimes

changes in the composition of the medium, the particle
size, and the quality of excipients may have a stronger
impact on the outcome compared to other methods.
Therefore, such changes should be accompanied by a
partial revalidation.
Method Development

As outlined previously, undissolved particles, excipients,
carriers, complex media, and other components may
contribute to the background signal measurements.
Since conventional filtering is generally not an option
with in-situ optical measurements, mathematical data
analyses have been developed to reduce the influence
of these potential error sources. Many of the corrections
are independent of particle size, allowing them to also be
applied to many nanoformulations. Still, in some cases,
these interferences cannot be reproducibly removed. See
Table 3 for selected key parameters to be optimized in the
development of fiber optical systems.
Flow-Separation Methods
Background

In recent years, an increasing number of flow-separation
techniques have been applied to measure the drug
release from nanomaterial formulations. Among other
approaches, asymmetric flow field-flow fractionation
(AF4) was used to isolate the free and the protein-bound
drug (28). In literature, the methodology has been

applied to investigate the drug release from liposomes
(29) and drug conjugates (28). While drug conjugates are
defined by their chemical structure, most nanomedicines
described in USP are multimolecular assemblies with a
physicochemical rather than a unique chemical identity.
For these formulations, a strong impact of the separation
time, the dilution with the carrier liquid, and the shear
forces applied during separation play an eminent role.
Holzschuh et al. diluted samples with carrier liquid
followed by a separation time of 60 min in the AF4
without further inhibition of the drug release (29). The
protein partitioning was measured after the particles
passed the flow channel without further exploring
the impact of the separation method on the release
behavior. Caputo et al. reported separation times of
40-80 min for the investigation of drug partitioning
(28). Although the method was suitable to measure the
release from examples of drug conjugates (28) and slowreleasing liposomes (30), this methodology may not
be suitable for other drug formulations. This highlights
the need for guidance in the identification of suitable
separation methods and method validation. So far, some
of the conclusions proclaiming AF4 as "one of the chosen
techniques for quality control" (28) are not based on hard
evidence and widely ignore the limitations outlined by
other authors (31).

Table 3. Key Parameters to be Explored and Documented for the Evaluation of Release Experiments Using Fiber Optical Methods
Optical method

Focusing on absorbance (typically performed in the ultraviolet region), both instrument design and measurement
parameters contribute to the accuracy, precision, and robustness of the analysis. Thus, a description of the method
should include the design of the optical system. Standard spectrophotometer options include:
Multiplexed scanning system
Multiplexed single multichannel (diode array type) systems
Multiple independent multichannel (diode array type) systems
Single multichannel (2-dimensional type) system

Probe type and location

The design and location of the optical probes can affect the hydrodynamics and the vulnerability of the probe to air
bubbles or particles present in the media transiting the path length. Standard probe options include:
Transflectance (also known as dip) probes
Arch probes

Spectral analysis parameters

The choice of the spectral analysis parameters used in calculating the dissolution rate may need optimization or
qualification. Options include:
Measurement wavelength or wavelength range
Analytical wavelength or summed wavelength range
Blank measurements: Are they performed in dissolution media? Do they include a capsule blank?, etc.
Standards measurements: Corresponding to what percent dissolved? Does the media differ from the dissolution media?

Data processing

Data treatment sometimes goes beyond measuring simple peak values and may include:
Algorithms for baseline correction (e.g., offset correction, the slope between two points)
Derivative spectroscopy (e.g., first or second derivative, single point, or range analysis)
More-complex spectral modeling (e.g., scattering modeling, multicomponent analysis, other chemometric techniques).
These algorithms must be reported for interpretation of the release profile.

Hydrodynamics and
dispersibility

Fluctuations in the background signal are an important error source. For example, the influence of hydrodynamics,
agglomeration, and sedimentation behavior should be monitored, as these may require changes in the data correction
algorithm. Although these algorithms are designed to cover a wide range of dosage forms, orthogonal methods should
be used during method validation. Further, considerable changes in excipient quality, particle size, or the conditions
used by the performance test may require partial revalidation of the method.
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Other flow-separation methods include the NanoDis
(Agilent Technologist, USA). It uses an automated crossflow filtration for the separation of particle populations
from the release medium. So far, the drug release has
been tested in buffer media. As compared to AF4, the
separation time has been reduced significantly. Because
the NanoDiS is an open filtration system, the risk of a
filter cake formation is reduced considerably. Still, the
efficiency and the time required to collect the filtrate
depend on the exact dosage form and the concentration
of nanoparticles in the medium. The NanoDis system
operates in filtration mode to support the sampling
of the free drug. It removes small amounts from the
release apparatus (e.g., USP apparatus 2). Therefore, it
has only a minor influence on the microenvironment in
the dissolution cell. However, one limitation is the poor
extraction of the free drug, leading to reduced sensitivity
(e.g., drug release from nanoparticles depends on the
amount of free drug near the particles). A very similar
in-vitro perfusion system has been proposed by Xu
and coworkers to measure the release of drugs from
solutions; micelles; and small, medium, or large globule
size nanoemulsions (15). It is based on tangential flow
filtration but uses a different mode of operation. The
free drug is removed by controlling the permeate flux.
This gives the operator a certain control over the shear
forces applied to the dosage form and modulates the
drug release (15). The released drug can be removed

completely from the donor chamber in less than 10 min.
Both techniques, NanoDis and adaptive perfusion, enable
a flow-based separation of nanomaterials from the free
drug but may need further validation before they can be
recommended for broader application.
Method Development

Method development includes the selection of the
membrane pore size based on the particle size of the
nanomaterial. The MWCO corresponds to a certain filter
pore size but further validation is necessary to confirm a
complete separation of the free from the particle-bound
fraction.
Quantification of particle retention can be performed
using well-defined particle standards. As indicated in the
previous sections, most of the commercial fluorescent
particle standards release a certain fraction of the label
after a few hours. So far, there are no suitable standards
with high stability over more than 24 h. In the development
of the NanoDis system, particles were loaded with a
fluorescent label, and filter retention of the particles
was evaluated over 30 min. For longer release assays or
release media, the stability of the particle standard with
regard to the release of the fluorescent dye must be
considered (32). See Table 4 for more information on the
parameters to be optimized in the development of flowseparation techniques.

Table 4. Key Parameters to be Explored and Documented for the Evaluation of Release Experiments Using Flow-Separation Methods
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Flow rate

In most flow-separation techniques, the flow rate is used to increase the mechanical shear forces applied to the
sample. This leads to a more rapid separation of the sample and a shorter release response. Therefore, the flow rate
plays a key role in the stability of the preparation, and validation should include a quantification of particle stability
under these conditions.

Release response

The release response provides a time-resolved measure of the amount of free drug being detected when using
a specific separation process. Commonly, a solution of the free drug is spiked into the donor chamber, and the
amount of the drug that becomes available (the response) is measured in a timeresolved manner. Importantly, the
time between the addition of free (solubilized drug) and the detection in the assay is reported. As compared to a
conventional spiking recovery test, the separation time is not considered negligible.

Sample treatment and dilution

The sample treatment including the exact amount of elution liquid used for the separation is required. An effect of the
dilution and elution protocol on the release rate should be excluded.

Membrane integrity test

The membrane integrity measures the integrity of the dialysis membrane in response to the separation experiment.
For example, validation of the NanoDis system included a measurement of water permeation. Other measures may
include membrane permeation experiments before and after the release experiment was carried out.

Particle retention

Particle retention over time can be measured by using labeled particle standards. It is generally recognized that
there are no particle standards with sufficient stability. The release of the label and the particle integrity may pose a
challenge in the evaluation of particle retention.

Particle collection

For time-consuming flow-separation processes, the cross-flow may have an impact on particle stability. Therefore, the
stability of the particle systems should be measured. For example, AF4 enables the quantification of the exact number
of particles collected. For other studies, the in-vitro stability may provide sufficient information.

Material interaction

Material interactions play an important role during method development. Membrane adsorption of the drug should
be investigated. In this context, exact hydrodynamics play an important role. It is therefore recommended to carry
out the material interaction studies under conditions very similar to the release test including the setup, medium,
temperature, and other standardized parameters.
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SAMPLE-AND-SEPARATE METHODS

While the above mentioned techniques assure a
continuous detection of the drug released from the
nanomaterial, sample-and-separate methods utilize
a rapid purification step to extract the analyte. These
methods will be discussed in the following section.
Filtration Methods
Background

Dissolution testing commonly utilizes filters to prevent
undissolved particles from being unintentionally collected
at each time point, resulting in inaccurate results. If
undissolved particles are sampled, they can dissolve after
collection and before measurement, which creates an
artificially faster release profile. During the separation,
mechanical pressure is applied to the dosage form. This
may have a significant influence on the drug release.
Most common methods include syringe filtration (8, 26,
27) and centrifugal filter methods (33).
Frilled filters typically have larger pore sizes of several
microns, which would not be suitable for nanoparticles.
For comparison, membrane filters typically cover a size
range of 200-1000 nm and may be suitable depending
on the size of the nanoparticle under investigation.
However, it is important to remember that the pore
size of membrane filters is commonly reported as the
largest pore size in the filter, whereas for frilled filters,
the pore size is reported as the average pore size in the
filter. The development of smaller pore size filters has also
been driven by needs in the sterile product field. There
are smaller membrane filters of 100-nm pore size that
specifically remove mycoplasma, which are the smallest
class of free-living microorganisms. These smaller pore
size filters may add value for nanoparticle filtration
applications. For traditional dissolution testing, frilled or
syringe filters are common, however, some separation
systems such as the TNO TIM-1 system (TNO Zeist TIM
B.V., Netherlands) claims to use filters with a pore size of
50 nm.
In addition, filter techniques normally used to prepare,
isolate, or concentrate nanoparticles during nanoparticle
synthesis could be applied during product performance
testing. Ultrafiltration in the single-digit nanometer
particle range is also available and have been evaluated
using quantum dots (34).
Method Development

To select an appropriate filter for use in product
performance testing, chemical compatibility, low level of
extractables, and low drug substance and excipient binding
are the most important considerations. Importantly, not

all extractables interfere with the separation process but
can sometimes lead to higher variability of the assay.
For nanoparticles, the pore size of the filter needs to be
smaller than the nanoparticles being tested, which can be
extremely challenging. As a practical starting point, the
filter should be a smaller pore size than at least 90% of the
nanoparticles being tested, based on the nanoparticle
size distribution. Several approaches have been made
to validate the filtration efficiency. For example, particle
penetration has been evaluated using nanoparticle
tracking analysis (NTA) to identify particles in the filtrate,
together with a quantification of the percentage of the
drug retained by the filter in a suitable dispersion medium
(8). In this context, the dispersion medium should not
solubilize significant amounts of the drug (8). However,
the small pore size of the filter may raise challenges if the
nanoparticles and pores are of similar size; consequently,
filter blockage can occur or the diffusion or transit of the
nanoparticle through the pore may be sufficiently slow as
to result in separation based on time and diffusion rate. It
is highly recommended to perform product performance
testing with filters of various pore sizes to optimize the
choice of filter. Ideally, one filter with a pore size within
the smallest 10% of the nanoparticle distribution size
range and one filter with a pore size within the largest
10% of the nanoparticle distribution size range should be
used.
The flow of the media across the filter can also impact
the filter performance. Dead-end filtration, where the
entire fluid passes through the filter, can be problematic
because the nanoparticles can concentrate at the pores
and create a boundary layer that can lead to nanoparticle
aggregation or filter clogs. Tangential flow filtration can
overcome these challenges. As the name implies, this
approach provides a flow of media and particles at a
tangent to the pores. If pressure is added to the system,
the smaller particles are encouraged to penetrate the
membrane while the tangential flow prevents the
aggregation and boundary layer events that might result
in filter clogs.
Other factors that can affect filter performance are
the filter size and area, as well as the physicochemical
characteristics of the media (e.g., temperature, viscosity,
pH, and ionic strength). Some of the most recent
methods applied in the filtration of nanoparticles have
been reviewed by D'Souza in 2014 (35) and Wacker and
Nothnagel in 2018 (27). For example, Weng et al. (36)
compared different filtration techniques for nanoparticle
formulations with a particle diameter below 100 nm.
FEBRUARY 2022
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While filtration using filter pore sizes of 450 or 200 nm was
not predictive and led to a strong burst effect, centrifugal
ultrafiltration was found to be more reliable (36). Various
literature sources have helped identify the criticality of
the filtration of nanoparticles. See Table 5 for selected
key parameters to study and document the impact.
Solid-Phase Extraction Methods
Background

Solid-phase extraction (SPE) is a popular technique using
cartridges filled with sorbents of small particle size for
extraction or purification of compounds from liquid
samples or solid matrices. A large number of studies
have been published for the SPE-based separation
of nanoparticle formulations. However, most are for
the extraction of active pharmaceutical ingredients
from physiological matrices after the nanoparticle
formulations are administered. A recent investigation
reported effective separation and quantification of the
free and the entrapped drugs from lipid nanoparticles (37,
38), setting a starting point for in-vitro drug release and
performance testing of drug-loaded lipid nanoparticles
formulations.
SPE methods developed for drug-loaded lipid
nanoparticles are based on the reverse-phase SPE
concept, relying on the van der Waals interactions
between the hydrophobic analyte and the hydrophobic
sorbent. This leads to stronger retention of the lipophilic
analyte, whereas in the hydrophilic mobile phase, the
lipid nanoparticles are eluted much more rapidly. As SPE
sorbents consist of silica beads with pores smaller than
the nanoparticle diameter but larger than the analyte as

a molecular entity, the separation is also driven by the
significant size difference between both entities.
Method Development

So far, two commercially available cartridges are reported
for separation and quantification of the free and the
entrapped drugs from lipid nanoparticles (37, 38). Method
development generally includes the following steps:
•

A medium is introduced into the SPE cartridge to
prepare the column for separation.

•

The cartridge is conditioned with a separation
medium.

•

The formulation is loaded into the cartridge.

•

The nanoparticles are eluted in the first fraction.

•

The free drug is eluted in a second fraction.

All of the steps are conducted using a vacuum chamber
with controlled negative pressure. The free fraction is
analyzed using a suitable quantification method (e.g.,
HPLC).
For SPE methods applied to separate free and
encapsulated drug in liposome formulations from
physiological matrices, in either animal or human
plasma or tissues, the dilution and addition of internal
standards is required (39–41). More sensitive separation
methods and smaller volumes are used. There are several
critical parameters in the separation of nanoparticles
using SPE. For example, Varache et al. indicated that
the nanoparticles could interact with the sorbent
materials with a strong effect on the outer layers of

Table 5. Key Parameters to be Explored and Documented for the Evaluation of Release Experiments Using Filtration Methods
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Volume

Before filter membranes can be used, filter saturation requires a certain volume of the liquid to be filtered and
discarded. An investigation of this volume is mandated to reduce effects of membrane adsorption on the outcome
of the investigation. Also, particularly for biorelevant methods, the volume of the medium that can be filtered at
acceptable pressure must be determined.

Hydrodynamics

Hydrodynamics plays a certain role for many filtration methods. The surface area and the pressure applied to the
filter membrane have a strong impact on the selectivity of the method for the particle population.

Filter pore size

The filter pore size influences selectivity of the method for a certain size particle. Commonly, the average pore size
is reported. Therefore, the filter permeation of particles must be evaluated before a certain filter pore size can be
used. Common practices include the filtration of stable particle systems and detection of the material in the filtrate
or a quantification of the particle concentration using particle characterization methods such as dynamic light
scattering and nanoparticle tracking analysis. These methods have a much lower sensitivity and should therefore
be seen as supplementary semiquantitative evidence.

Filtration parameters and
observations

For syringe filtration, observations such as the pressure applied to the filter for different media should be
reported. For ultrafiltration, centrifugation speed or pressure, as well as ultrafiltration time and the design of
the ultracentrifugation device, with regard to separation or stability of the nanoparticles (aggregation) should be
reported.

Filter integrity and performance

The filter integrity should be confirmed with a bubble point test or a similar method after completion of the
experiment. Also, the influence of the release medium on filter integrity should be carefully considered. For
example, organic solvents or surfactants may have a strong influence on the surface characteristics of the filter
membrane.
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the nanoparticles and colloidal stability (38). This leads
to an overestimation of the free drug content and a
significant increase in coeluted excipients. For the same
type of drug-loaded lipid nanoparticles, these effects
were considerably reduced after changing to another
column type. Also, this led to a reduction in the coeluted
excipients and maintenance of colloidal integrity after
separation even at lower nanoparticle concentrations
and reduced particle diameter (38). See Table 6 for critical
parameters to be investigated, validated, and reported.
Centrifugation Methods
Background

Centrifugation is a mechanical process involving the use
of an outward force in a rotating reference frame to
separate particles of different sizes and densities. The
rate of centrifugation is defined by the angular velocity
and is typically expressed in revolutions per minute (rpm).
The gravitational force (g-force) equivalent is defined
as the acceleration force per unit mass. Ag-force of 7 is
equal to the gravitational acceleration on Earth (9.8 m/
s2). Consistent with Stokes' Law, separation in a centrifuge
depends on particle size, shape, and density of the
medium. Other parameters include the viscosity of the
medium and the rotor speed. High-density components of
the mixture drift far from the axis of the centrifuge while
the less-dense components migrate towards the axis. The
denser the component is, the faster it sediments in the
centrifugal field. There are two types of ultracentrifuges
available, including analytical and preparative systems.

Analytical ultracentrifuges are equipped with optical
detection systems that allow following the centrifugation
process in real time. Such systems may use ultraviolet
(UV) light absorption, refractive index interference (RII),
or combinations of these. Analytical ultracentrifugation
characterizes the sample during centrifugation
and provides information based on sedimentation
velocity, viscosity, and concentration. With analytical
ultracentrifugation, it is possible to monitor the variations
in sample concentration as a function of the applied
centrifugal force. The technique is used in sedimentation
velocity and sedimentation equilibrium studies,
providing the key to the analysis of macromolecules (42).
Preparative ultracentrifuges are mostly used to process
the samples for further analysis. The most common
methods are differential centrifugation sedimentation
and density-gradient centrifugation. Centrifugation
offers a fine separation of particle populations and widely
depends on the sedimentation behavior. Therefore,
particle populations broadly distributed in size may not
allow a complete separation of the nanomaterial from
the release medium. Reference experiments may include
a filtration step after centrifugation to make sure that no
further particles are present in the supernatant.
Method Development

Differential centrifugation sedimentation (DCS) is used
to separate multiple fractions within a sample. Particles
of different densities or sizes will sediment at different
rates. This technique measures the time required for

Table 6. Key Parameters to be Explored and Documented for the Evaluation of Release Experiments Using SPE Methods
SPE cartridge material or
sorbent

A wide choice of sorbents for conventional SPE exists, including nonpolar, polar, ion exchange, and mixed mode
chemistries. For the SPE of free drug from lipid nanoparticles, the hydrophobic sorbent is preferred.

SPE pore size and particle size

The two parameters should be correlated with the sizes of the drug molecule and the nanoparticles to be separated.

Sorbent amount and volume

The SPE sorbent amount and volume should be considered when selecting cartridges for a particular sample type and
volume.

Medium type, elution protocol,
and volume

The SPE cartridge needs to be cleaned and equilibrated before loading the nanoparticle sample. The cleaning medium
should be the same or very similar to the eluting medium for the free drug elution. The equilibration medium should
be the same or similar to the eluting medium for the nanoparticles. For nanoparticle elution, buffered or unbuffered
aqueous medium can be selected during method development on the basis of the nanoparticles' property. For free
drug elution, organic solvent can be required.

Elution pressure

Negative pressure is required to facilitate and accelerate the SPE process. The negative pressure needs to be
controlled for method repeatability and optimized to avoid affecting the stability of the nanoparticles and
overestimating the amount of the fraction released.

Release response

The release response provides a time-resolved measure of the amount of free drug being detected when using
a specific separation process. Commonly, a solution of the free drug is spiked into the donor chamber, and the
amount of the drug that becomes available (the response) is measured in a timeresolved manner. Importantly, the
time between the addition of free (solubilized) drug and its detection in the assay is reported. As compared to a
conventional spiking recovery test, the separation time is not considered negligible.

Sample treatment and dilution

The sample treatment including the exact amount of elution liquid used for the separation is required. Any effect of
the dilution and elution protocol on the release rate should be excluded.

SPE: solid-phase extraction.
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particle sedimentation in a fluid when exposed to
the centrifugal field. Since very small particles in the
nanoscale will sediment very slowly, the sedimentation
needs to be greatly accelerated. The centrifuge can cover
a rather wide dynamic range of particle sizes from 0.00280 µm. DCS has also been used to measure both the size
and density of particles by performing two independent
experiments using media with different densities (43).
Density gradient centrifugation utilizes media with a
density gradient to separate particles. Methods include
rate-zonal centrifugation and isopycnic centrifugation.
They differ in the way particles are separated across the
gradient. Rate-zonal centrifugation uses the differences
in hydrodynamic behavior to separate objects. In this
technique, a sample solution containing particles to
be separated is layered on a preformed linear-gradient
column. The sample solution creates a negative gradient
at the top of the column thus preventing the sample
from premature sedimentation. Under centrifugal forces,
the particles will sediment through the gradient column
in separate zones, each zone consisting of particles
characterized by their size and sedimentation rate. In the
past, multiphase systems have been applied as media
for rate-zonal centrifugation to separate nanoparticles
of different shapes and sizes (44). Reaction products
including nanorods, nanospheres, and large particles have
been separated in a three-phase system. Approximately
8%–99% of the particles have been separated in less than
10 min using a benchtop centrifuge.
lsopycnic centrifugation improves the quality of
nanoparticle separation and relies on a density gradient
and ultracentrifugation to separate components
according to subtle density differences. The particle
separation depends solely on density. In isopycnic
separation, particles are mixed with the gradient
solution, and during centrifugation, they move until they
reach the gradient phase, which equals their density

(isopycnic or equilibrium point). Because the density of
the gradient medium is always higher than the density
of particles, these will never sediment regardless of the
centrifugation time. Continuous gradients may be used
in isopycnic centrifugation, however, discontinuous
gradients in which particles form bands at the interface
between the density gradient layers are more suitable for
the separation of some biological samples, such as the
separation of lymphocytes from whole blood (42).
Since the density of biological particles is sensitive to the
osmotic pressure of the gradient, isopycnic separation
may vary significantly depending on the gradient medium
used. lsopycnic centrifugation can be applied for the
purification of large volumes of biomolecules and for the
determination of densities of various particles.
lsopycnic density-gradient centrifugation method
reaches a limitation when it is extended to the separation
of metal nanoparticles. Such a method requires that
the components for separation have densities within a
gradient range. Aqueous density gradient media usually
have densities less than 1.4 g/cm-3, which is much less
than the density of metal nanoparticles. Size or shape
separation of such heavy nanocrystals remains an
issue, both in their preparation and utility for various
applications (45). See Table 7 for more information on
the key parameters to be optimized during method
development.

OTHER METHODS

Recent approaches in release testing include novel
separation methods such as the use of a phase-separated
barrier to detect release and absorption of the drug (Fig.
3). This creates a hydrodynamic boundary that is difficult
for the nanoparticle to cross, and the sampling probe can
be placed in a specific location that is more likely to collect
only dissolved drug. As a result, a more conventional pore
size filter could potentially be utilized. Another additional

Table 7. Key Parameters to be Explored and Documented for the Evaluation of Release Experiments Using Centrifugation Methods
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Medium composition

The selection of the medium is commonly based on particle buoyancy density or/and rate of sedimentation, but pH and ionic
strength can play a role as well. The medium should minimize interference with the assay procedures or reaction potential
with tubes. Additionally, hyperosmotic or hypoosmotic media should be avoided if the particles are osmotically sensitive.
The centrifugation step is considered a separation step and, as such, should have minor impact on the release behavior.

Centrifugal temperature

Considering centrifugation as a separation protocol which should not affect the release rate, the centrifugal temperature can
be used to slow down the release process. It should be monitored, and the effect on the release rate should be measured.

Centrifugal speed

The centrifugal speed can be used to shorten the separation time. To assure reliability of the assay, the release response and
potential for release during the separation step should be considered.

Release response

The release response expresses the amount of free drug being detected when using a specific separation process.
Commonly, free drug is added during the assay, and the time and amount of the drug that becomes available (the response)
is measured. Importantly, the time between the addition of the free drug and its detection in the assay is reported. The
separation time is not considered negligible.
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boundary for the nanoparticle to cross might be created
through the use of a two-phase media. If an appropriate
second liquid phase can be identified that dissolved
drug can enter but insoluble particles cannot, due to the
properties of the liquid-liquid interface, this could be an
interesting opportunity with current filters.

Figure 3. Schematic of the two-phase system used for testing drug
dissolution. (Image adapted with permission from Karl Wagner, University
of Bonn, Germany.)

of interest and the sensitivity of the assay for small
differences in the drug release behavior (discrimination).
Both require a different set of experiments that depend
on the exact method under investigation.
Particle Selectivity

To validate the selectivity of the particle extraction
method for the fraction of interest, the separation method
should be performed with a valid particle standard. This
may be more challenging for long-term experiments in
biorelevant fluids, where common particle standards
(e.g., fluorescently labeled beads, gold nanoparticles)
do not have sufficient stability or may dissolve over
time. The detection of the carrier material or a suitable
and stable label are the preferred option, but particle
counting and qualitative evidence (e.g., using particle size
measurement) can also be used. For example, Jung et al.
describe the quantification of the particle concentration
before and after filtration of the nanocrystals under
investigation using nanoparticle tracking analysis (8).
The reference experiments also included quantification
of the free drug after filtration (8). In another study, the
evaluation of particle accumulation in the different layers
of the filter membrane was described (26).
Mechanism of Release

This opportunity is magnified by the increase in the usage
and the expertise needed to design custom ionic liquids
for pharmaceutical use. Ionic liquids have been shown to
be highly valuable in separating components in aqueous
two-phase systems (46).
Another example of use for such a nonconventional barrier
for separation is the application of hydrogel assays to
simulate the subcutaneous route of administration. Other
than the two-phase release assay, this model is not based
on a compendial instrument. The release is measured
by detection of the drug movement using fluorescence
imaging or sampling from the release environment. In
the past, different types of hydrogels have been used
for this application. It does not qualify for a complete
separation of the free drug from the nanoparticles. More
importantly, it provides a simple measure for formulation
mobility in a complex three-dimensional network that
can be correlated to particle mobility in specific tissues
(47, 48).

GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
VALIDATION

Validation of release assays applied to separate
nanomaterials from the free drug should generally include
the selectivity (separation) of the method for the fraction

Currently,
nanomaterial-based
drug
products
include a wide variety of dosage forms. They have
been summarized in USP Chapter <1153>. In every
performance test, the assay reflects some aspects of the
physiological microenvironment that are responsible for
the in-vivo performance. Therefore, the administration
route and exact hydrodynamics play an important role.
To effectively simulate the mechanisms relevant to
discriminate their performances, the shear forces applied
to the dosage form must be precisely controlled. This
effect is particularly important for nanomaterials because
the stability of colloids is more difficult to determine as
compared to other dosage forms.
For example, a reduction in the integrity of the lipid
bilayer of liposomes can be responsible for a much faster
drug release. For the parenteral route of administration,
the mechanism of release may differ between different
injection sites and cannot be explained using our
knowledge from the peroral route of administration.
Therefore, particularly for those nanomaterials applied
in non-peroral dosage forms, a thorough investigation of
the exact mechanism of release is required. Aspects to be
considered for apparatus and release medium selection
for parenteral product performance will be discussed
in more detail in a further stimuli article focusing on
FEBRUARY 2022
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injections and implanted drug products. For inhalation
products, a similar stimuli article is currently prepared.
Release Response

With a growing number of nonconventional assays being
utilized to evaluate the drug release, the time required
for the separation of the drug from the release medium
becomes a critical aspect in the experimental design.
Most conventional separation methods such as syringe
filtration or centrifugation (8, 26, 49) assure a purification
of the free drug from their matrices within a short period
of less than a minute and without further dilution of the
sample. Some more recent techniques require several
preparation steps and separation times ranging from
a few minutes to hours. For example, the separation
of nanopharmaceuticals from the free drug, proteins,
and protein-drug complexes by AF4 requires (28, 29)
separation times of 40-60 min (28, 29).
Therefore, validation of the assay should include a
measurement of the response to a particular amount
of drug set free in the assay. This can, for example, be
achieved by the injection of a drug solution during the
dissolution test. The time between injection and release
response should be reported. Importantly, this includes
the absolute time between sample collection and
detection of the fraction including the separation time.
The release response is a time-resolved evaluation of the
"spiking-recovery", integrating the elements of the kinetic
measurement in the validation protocol.
Sample Treatment and Changes in the
Microenvironment

While the established filtration and dialysis methods
carry out a separation of the carrier from the free drug in
the release medium, some assay systems require dilution
of the sample. For example, flow-separation methods
and SPE require an elution medium that may differ from
the release medium under investigation. Under these
conditions, the influence of the elution medium on the
sample and on the drug release in particular should be
investigated. This can be achieved by using an orthogonal
method or by using appropriate references. Different
dilution protocols and concentrations should be tested
to see differences in the release behavior. This may,
for example, include the extraction of the free drug at
different pressures in the SPE setup.

CONCLUSION

With a wide variety of nanomaterial-based drug products
entering the US market and the unique challenges they
present to conventional drug release testing methods,
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there is a need for guidance on testing their in-vitro
product performance. As presented in this article,
a dedicated USP chapter (<1153>) now enumerates
the different types of nanomaterial and outlines the
suggested testing to be performed. Additional guidance
for some of these products is currently included in
USP chapters relating to the dosage delivery format.
However, we have identified a gap in coverage of more
specific guidance on selection of appropriate testing
methodology, method developments, and validation of
release assays. In this work, we have highlighted some
of the more common testing method options, including
suggested critical method parameters for each to specify
and validate. Also, we have included a brief section of
general recommendations for validation of a product
performance testing method for various nanomaterialbased drug products. In addition to considerations
related to the particle size and size distribution of the
dosage form, the medium composition must be taken into
account during method development, and the release
mechanism must be elucidated. This investigation should
link the measured parameters (e.g., release, degradation)
to the expected performance and provides an important
cornerstone of method development. Finally, the New
Advancements in Product Performance Testing Expert
Panel opens this Stimuli article for public consultation
and feedback. We would like to encourage our readers to
provide their valuable comments and hope to discuss the
outcomes of this process in the near future.
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